As part of the JANUS speech-to-speech translation project, we have developed a robust translation sys tem based on the information structures inherent to the task being performed. The basic premise is that the structure of the information to be transmitted is largely independent of the language used to encode it.
INTRODUCTION
If all that a speech translation system were required to work with were perfectly formed and pronounced sentences, consisting of only words familiar to all pro cessing components, it could reliably employ elegant syntactic parsing schemes which key on short func tion words and produce an interlingua-Ievel representa tion which can be accurately translated into the target language. Unfortunately, spontaneous speech is sel dom grammatically perfectly formed, often not even expressing a complete thought; poorly articulated and often containing incorrect function words if any. These short function words are also those most easily misrec ognized, so the decoded utterance that the parser must process may bear little resemblance to the kind of sen tence a syntax-based parser is prepared to handle.
Our system, an extension of the Phoenix Spoken Language System [4J, tries to model the information structures in a scheduling task and the way these struc tures are realized in words in various languages. Gram matical constraints are introduced at the phrase level and regulate the semantic rather than the syntactic category. This method allows the ungrammaticalities 97 that often occur between phrases to be ignored and re flects the fact that syntactically incorrect spontaneous speech is often semantically well-formed.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The translation component of the JANUS system [lJ consists of parsing and generation modules . Decoded speech data is sent to the parser, which identifies the key concepts and variables in each utterance; the gener ation module reencodes the resultant parse in the spec ified target language.
Tr anslation of English, German and Spanish as source and target languages is currently operational.
We have also implemented Japanese and Korean as ad ditional target languages.
Parsing
Starting from the assumption that semantic units used in a task domain are, unlike individual words, not lan guage specific, we have designed a set of tokens, rep resenting the different concepts a speaker would use, as the fundamental units in oUI parser. The set of se mantic tokens for the appointment scheduling task was developed from a set of 45 example English dialogues. *that saturday i'm not sure about but *you -said *you *maybe -back *into *think *to *be *back the sunday the twenty eighth i could see you after eleven am on *that *if *you -back Saturday that's not so good for me Sunday the twenty eighth works for me after eleven a.m.
El sabado no me va demasiado bien pew el domingo veintiocllO me va bien despues de las once de la mai"i;wa.
Samstag konnte icll nur "Ilr Not aber Sonntag der
AchtulIdzwallzigste geht bei mir gafJz gilt nach elf Uhr morgens. 
PARSER PERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The results in this section represent evaluations at two different stages of system development. Because the transcriptions corresponding to the available speech data were used for training after the initial test, cover age rates shown in Figure 2 One disadvantage of this approach is the telegraphic and repetitive nature of the translations. A more de tailed set of tokens would help to overcome this nui sance; however, the advantages gained by striving for expressive accuracy in this way are outweighed by the problems that might arise were acceptable input ex pressions to be limited. Rather than expand the token framework to distinguish between different expressions with the same discourse function, in order to produce a more varied generation, the target-language module can provide multiple translation options for individual tokens.
CONCLUSION
The concept-based approach to speech parsing and translation described in this paper is especially well suited to processing of spontaneous speech, which is often ungrammatical and subject to recognition errors. We feel that this approach is more robust than those requiring well-formed input and relying upon markers and syntactic cues provided by short function words such as articles and prepositions. This system is still in the beginning stages; however, the facility with which system improvements (increased coverage, additional source and target languages; porting to other domains by redesigning the token set) could be accomplished canses us to be confident about its potentiaL
